**Most Urgent**

**Subject:** Promotions from the grade of Senior Accounts Officers to the JTS of IDAS on regular basis.

HQrs office letter No. AN(Estt.-IDAS)/1424/XXXVIII dated 01.09.2021 is enclosed herewith for information and necessary action please.

2. All affected SAOs are requested to furnish their three valid different and clear choice stations as per instructions contained in HQrs office ibid letter dated 01.09.2021 through e-mail: ONLY (pcdawcan1.dad@hub.nic.in) latest by 02.09.2021 by 4 PM positively for onwards submission to the HQ Office.

Encl: as above.

(Sahil Goyal)
Dy.CDA (AN)
No. AN (Estt.-IDAS)/1424/XXVIII

Date: 01.09.2021

To

All PCsDA/PCA (Fys)/CsDA/CsFA (Fys) & equivalent

Subject: Promotions from the grade of Senior Accounts Officers to the Junior Time Scale of the Indian Defence Accounts Service on regular basis.

The process to consider promotions of the eligible SAOs to JTS of the IDAS is due in near future. In order to facilitate posting in above regard, it has been decided by the Competent Authority to invite the choice stations from the Senior Accounts Officers (Roster No. 1 to 100 of the Seniority list of SAOs & AOs on 01.01.2021 (available on the link https://cgda.nic.in/rti/Seniority%20list%20of%20SAOs%20&%20AOs%20on%2001.01.2021.pdf)

2. It is enjoined upon all the officers that they must indicate three valid different and clear choice stations, if any officer indicates only same station in all three choices then it will be considered only as one choice station and remaining choice stations will be considered on administrative requirement.

3. It is, therefore, requested to obtain and forward the choice stations from the above SAOs serving under your organization (including those on proforma strength of your office) latest by 4th September, 2021 through e-mail on email id an1-pinklist.cgda@nicin positively.

Sr. ACGDA (Admin)